I nflammasomes are multiprotein complexes comprised of a sensor which directly or indirectly recruits and activates the aspartic protease caspase-1, leading to maturation of bioactive IL-1b and IL-18 (1, 2) . Active caspase-1 also cleaves gasdermin-D, which initiates pyroptotic cell death (3) (4) (5) . Cytosolic proteins, such as the NOD-like receptors (NLRs) and AIM2-like receptors, initiate inflammasome assembly in response to pathogen-and danger-associated molecular patterns (6) (7) (8) (9) . Although some NLRs, such as NLRC4 and NLRP1, can recruit and activate caspase-1 directly through homotypic CARDdomain interactions (10, 11) , most NLR-mediated inflammasomes require apoptosis-associated speck-like protein containing a caspase recruitment domain (ASC). ASC acts as an adaptor, interacting with NLR and AIM2-like receptor proteins through a homotypic Pyrindomain interaction and subsequently recruiting procaspase-1 via a homotypic CARD-domain interaction. NLR/AIM2-like receptor sensing of pathogen-and danger-associated molecular patterns allows rapid association with ASC to initiate an active inflammasome (1, 2, 6, 7, 9) . The best-studied inflammasome, that initiated by NLRP3, is activated by many structurally divergent agonists of microbial, environmental, and host origin (2, 9) . Dysregulation of NLRP3 inflammasome activity is a hallmark of pathogenesis in several human diseases (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) , indicating its highly significant clinical relevance.
Inflammasome assembly is accompanied by the formation of a typically singular, perinuclear structure called a "speck." Speck structures were first described for ASC and Pyrin, are readily visualized by microscopy (17, 18) , and frequently have a toroidal appearance with an apparent diameter of ∼1 mm (17) . Studies using fluorescent reporter-tagged ASC have observed speck diameters ranging from 2-4 mm (19, 20) . A time-course analysis of in vivo speck formation shows that speck size increases over a period of 15 min and then stabilizes (21) . Speck morphology has also been debated. Some studies suggest that the speck is a conglomerate of ASC filaments arranged randomly in a localized space (21, 22) . In contrast, others suggest that specks have a hollow to fibrillar organized structure composed of multiple units (17, 18, 23) . Because speck formation is a rapid, all-or-none event that coincides with activation of caspase-1, it is frequently used as complementary readout for inflammasome activation (24, 25) . Caspase-1 activation, a direct readout for inflammasome activation, is typically measured by immunoblotting for the active subunit of caspase-1 and its cleavage product IL-1b or by detection of binding by the fluorescent caspase-1 inhibitor FLICA (8, 26) . Microscopyand flow cytometry-based methods are currently used to quantitate speck formation. Of these methods, only microscopy-based techniques permit visualization and analysis of inflammasome specks in single cells. However, microscopy is time consuming, generally restricted to small sample sizes, and frequently requires subjective determination of relevant structures versus artifacts. Moreover, quantitative evaluation of features such as speck size (e.g., ASC area) and distribution of active caspase-1 (e.g., diffused versus punctate) require subjective selection of cells followed by image analysis, an approach inherently subject to human error and bias (27, 28) . Recently, a rapid and high-throughput flow cytometry-based technique, time of flight inflammasome evaluation (TOFIE) was developed to identify speck-containing cells based on the increased ratio of pulse height to area or decreased ratio of pulse width to area (24, 29) . Although useful, TOFIE cannot be used to examine colocalization of ASC speck with active caspase-1 or other cell structural features.
In this article, we describe a gating and masking strategy that we term inflammasome and caspase-1 activity characterization and evaluation (ICCE), using imaging flow cytometry and computational quantitative image analysis to perform single-cell analysis that quantifies ASC speck-containing cells and evaluates speck size. Further, ICCE eliminates nonspeck-like aggregates of ASC (false positive artifacts) which TOFIE fails to exclude. Further, single-cell analysis allows for simultaneous assessment of caspase-1 activity, including its distribution and localization in ASC-expressing cells. Using our analysis method we studied the speck size in the presence and absence of NLRP3. We demonstrate that presence of NLRP3 reduces the size of the specks. We further establish a negative correlation between speck size and caspase-1 activity. The advantages of quantitative imaging combined with cytometry allows the performance of quantitative single-cell analyses accurately representing data at the population level, a degree of evaluation that was previously impossible.
Materials and Methods

Cells and reagents
Human kidney epithelial cells (HEK293T) and immortalized bone marrowderived macrophages were cultured in DMEM/high glucose (catalog [Cat.] no. SH30243.1; Hyclone) supplemented with 10% FBS (Cat. no. S11050; Atlanta Biologicals) and 13 GlutaMAX (Cat. no. 35050-061; Life Technologies). FuGENE6 was from Roche Applied Science (Cat. no. 11988387001). Primary human monocytes were obtained from University of Nebraska Medical Center and cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% Human AB Serum (Cat. no. 35-060-Cl; Corning). THP1 cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 (Cat. no. SH30027.01; Hyclone) supplemented with 10% FBS, 13 2-ME (Cat. no. 21985; Life Technologies), and 13 GlutaMAX (Cat. no. 35050-061; Life Technologies). Nigericin was from InvivoGen (Cat.no. tlrl-nig) and reconstituted in ethanol as per the manufacturer's instructions. The FLICA-660 caspase-1 assay kit was purchased from ImmunoChemistry Technologies (Cat. no. 9122), and FLUORO-GEL II Mounting Medium with DAPI was from Electron Microscopy Sciences (Cat. no. 17985-51).
Expression plasmids and DNA transfection
Expression plasmids encoding human caspase-1 (30) and human NLRP3 (31) have been previously described. ASC was cloned into the pEGFP-C3 expression vector backbone using HindIII and KpnI digestion to generate GFP-ASC. HEK293T cells (2 3 10 5 ) were seeded in 12-well plates (Corning) in 1 ml of DMEM. Transfections were carried out at a constant DNA concentration of 1 mg/well. Empty vector, pcDNA3, was used to adjust the final amount of DNA to 1 mg. Transfections were performed using 2.5 ml of FuGENE6 per microgram of DNA.
Inflammasome reconstitution and activation
HEK293T cells (2 3 10 5 ) were seeded in 12-well plates in 1 ml DMEM and incubated overnight at 37˚C with 5% CO 2 . For microscopy, cells were seeded on 18-mm coverslips in a 12-well plate. Individual wells were transfected with plasmids encoding pro-caspase-1 (20 or 50 ng) and GFP-ASC (50 ng) with or without NLRP3 (100 ng) and incubated at 37˚C with 5% CO 2 . Eighteen hours posttransfection, cells were treated with 5 mM nigericin or vehicle for 2 h. Following treatment, media from each well was aspirated, leaving 150 ml, and volume was made up to 200 ml with media containing FLICA660 (1:45 final dilution) and incubated for 30 min at 37˚C with 5% CO 2 . Cells were washed twice with 13 wash buffer (supplied with the FLICA kit). For ImageStream X Mark II (ISXII) acquisition, cells were treated with 50 ml trypsin-EDTA (Cat. no. 25-053-Cl;
Corning) per well and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Cat. no. 15710; EMS) for 15 min at room temperature (RT). For microscopy, cells were fixed without trypsin treatment. Cells were washed three times with 13 PBS, dipped in distilled water, and mounted on slides using FLUORO-GEL II. THP1 cells, immortalized wild-type and caspase-1/11 2/2 , and primary human monocytes were treated with 100 ng/ml LPS (O26:B6) (Cat. no. L2654; Sigma-Aldrich) for 3-4 h. Following LPS treatment, cells were stimulated with 5 mM ATP (Cat. no. A3377; Sigma-Aldrich) and 10 mM nigericin for 30 min. FLICA staining was performed as described earlier but cells were incubated in FLICA-free media for 1 h instead of washing with 13 wash buffer. For ISXII acquisition, cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min at RT, permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 (Cat. no. BP151-100; Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 10 min at RT, and blocked in PBS containing 5% fish gelatin (Cat. no. G7765; Sigma-Aldrich), 1% BSA (Cat. no. BP1605-100; Thermo Fisher Scientific), and 0.05% Triton X-100 for 1 h at RT. After blocking, cells were stained with rabbit anti-ASC (N15)-R (1:250) or mouse anti-ASC (D-3) (1:500) (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) in wash buffer (PBS containing 1% fish gelatin, 1% BSA, and 0.5% Triton X-100) for 2 h. Cells were washed three times with wash buffer, followed by incubation with Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-rabbit IgG (Cat. no. A11034; Life Technologies) (1:500) or Alexa Fluor 594 goat anti-rabbit IgG 2a (Cat. no. A21135; Life Technologies) (1:1000) in wash buffer for 1 h.
Preparation of samples for acquisition by the Amnis ISXII
Fixed cells were harvested and stained with 1 mg/ml DAPI in 13 PBS supplemented with 0.5 mM EDTA (ISXII cell suspension buffer) for 10 min at RT. Cells were washed once with 13 PBS and resuspended in 50 ml ISXII cell suspension buffer by gently tapping the tubes (use of a pipette or vortex mixer should be avoided at this stage). The samples were then acquired on the ISXII. For THP1 cells, ASC localizes to nucleus (32) , and thus DAPI staining was avoided to prevent interference with ASC staining. ImageStream X acquisition parameters. An Amnis ISXII (MilliporeSigma) equipped with 405, 488, and 642 nm lasers with a single camera (six channels) was used to acquire experimental samples using the INSPIRE software. The flow rate was set to minimum and the objective magnification was set to 603 for all samples (0.33 mm per pixel resolution). A multifluorophore-labeled sample was used to determine accurate laser settings and avoid oversaturation. Masks are defined region of interests that are computationally calculated by INSPIRE. A mask defines a specific region of an image that can be used for specific feature calculations. The saturation of an individual fluorophore in its corresponding channel was determined by plotting the Raw Max pixel feature versus the area feature of the default mask of that channel. Laser settings used for acquisition are shown in Table I . Aspect ratio feature measures circularity, thus helping to distinguish between singlets, doublets, and cell clumps when used together with the area feature. Area versus aspect ratio of the default mask on the brightfield was used during acquisition to ensure collection of single-cell events. A region (R1) was created to gate for debris. Two other regions, R2 and R3, were created to gate for all cells and singlet population, respectively. Ten thousand events were recorded in R3 for every sample. The R2 population was determined as the collection population and all the events in that gate were recorded until R3 reached 10,000. For the compensation control, 1000 events for single-stained samples were acquired using the same setting while turning the Ch04 (brightfield) and 785 nm laser (side scatter) off. All samples and controls were acquired as raw image files (.rif).
Image analysis by image data exploration and analysis software
All sample and compensation analysis were done using the image analysis by image data exploration and analysis software (IDEAS). Individual compensation controls of single-stained samples were loaded into the compensation wizard in IDEAS. A compensation matrix file (.ctm) was generated and applied to a positive control (nigericin-treated sample) raw data file (.rif) to generate both a compensated image file (.cif) and a corresponding data analysis file (.daf). A data analysis template (.ast) was developed by analyzing the.daf file of positive control sample. We applied the template along with the compensation matrix to the rest of the experimental samples using the multiple file batch tool in IDEAS.
Masking strategy
The ISXII instrument allows the user to combine the power of quantitative imaging with high-throughput sample collection. ISXII data can be used for quantitative imaging by developing appropriate masks in IDEAS (MilliporeSigma). A mask delineates a specific portion of image that can be used in calculations pertaining to the correlating cellular feature, which can then be quantified using high-throughput imaging. Focused cell and nucleus mask. Gradient root mean square (RMS) measures the average contrast of the image. Low contrast (low gradient RMS) represents out of focus images and high gradient RMS reflects betterfocused images. An object mask was applied to default brightfield mask (M04) to accurately calculate the area of the cell and improve gradient RMS of the mask (Fig. 1A) . Similarly, a morphology mask was applied to default channel 1 mask (M01) to accurately calculate the area of nucleus ( Fig. 1B ). Once these masks were created, features like area, gradient RMS, aspect ratio, etc. were recalculated using these masks. ASC speck mask. An ASC speck mask was carefully developed from Ch02 default system mask for GFP (M02). Details of the individual masks used in developing ASC speck mask are shown in Table II . Several function masks along with combination masks were made keeping the preceding masks as input. A "spot mask" differentiates between punctate and diffused staining. ASC speck1 and ASC speck2 are two spot masks made using the system mask (M02) with different levels of stringency for parameters of spot to cell count and area. ASC speck1 accommodated smaller aggregates, whereas ASC speck2 has higher stringency for spot to cell count. The Boolean operator OR was used to combine both speck1 and speck2 masks together and named ASC speck3. A levelset mask identifies pixels in nonhomogeneous regions into three different levels: dim, middle, and bright. ASC speck3 was used as the input for a levelset mask. In this instance, the levelset function with the middle and bright setting was used to mask for fairly bright and bright spots, respectively. Two different levelset masks were created (ASC speck4 and ASC speck5) and combined into a single mask (ASC speck6) using the Boolean OR operation. Because the levelset mask function can generate noncontiguous masks due to low pixel intensities, the mask operation fill was used to fill in regions with very dim pixels to eliminate variations within the mask (ASC speck7). ASC speck7 mask could not differentiate between large aggregates and specks. To overcome this problem, we applied the mask operation range to the ASC speck7 mask to select for masks with an area between 15-500 pixels and an aspect ratio of 0.4-1, resulting in the ASC speck8 mask. To further minimize the background, the intensity mask function was applied to ASC speck8, which allows the user to set a minimum and maximum intensity threshold. The threshold was set to 750-4095 to eliminate the masking of all pixels with intensity ,750. This mask is referred to as ASC speck9. Setting intensity limit at 750 made the mask smaller than the size of ASC speck. Additional dilate and fill mask functions were applied to generate ASC speck10 and 11 masks to capture appropriate sized ASC specks. The threshold mask function was applied to ASC speck 11 to further increase mask stringency by eliminating artificially small aggregate signals (ASC speck12). Another range operation was applied to ASC speck12 with the setting of area of 15-450 and aspect ratio of 0.6-1 to select for round specks (ASC speck13). Even after such an elaborate masking strategy, some nonspeck-like aggregation of ASC could not be eliminated. To overcome this problem, the ASC speck13 mask was then divided into individual component masks. We used the component mask function to rank the ASC speck13 individual masks by area sorted from highest to lowest (component 1 = largest area). This ensures the largest cluster of GFP signal in the cell represents the ASC speck. The component mask, ASC speck14 (component 1 mask), with highest area was selected as ASC speck mask. For native ASC specks, order of masks was not altered, but setting was fined tuned to provide a better fit for speck characteristics (Table II; column 3) . Active caspase-1 (FLICA) mask. A FLICA mask was developed similarly to the ASC speck mask by modifying the default system mask for channel 05 (M05). Details of individual masks are shown in Table III . Spot mask function was applied to default FLICA mask to differentiate between diffused and aggregate staining pattern (FLICA-I). The FLICA-I mask was further refined using the intensity mask function by setting the lower intensity threshold to 150. This mask is referred to as FLICA-II, which can distinguish between intense aggregate-like signal and low intensity aggregates. The mask was further refined for eliminating small aggregates by using erode function to generate FLICA-III mask. FLICA-III was then dilated by three pixels (FLICA-IV) to accurately fit the FLICA aggregates. The range mask was applied on FLICA-IV to select for masks with an area between 20 and 1000 pixels and an aspect ratio of 0.6-1 to find spots that met the proper size and circularity to be defined as a proper FLICA aggregate (FLICA-V). Diffused FLICA staining was attributed to those samples that had zero spot count on FLICA-V mask.
Gating strategy
Gradient RMS for brightfield (Ch04) and gradient RMS for DAPI were plotted, and a region (cells) was drawn to gate both brightfield and nuclear images that were in focus. The focused "cells" population was further gated for specific area and aspect ratio to identify single-cell population (single BF; brightfield). "Single BF" was further gated based on intensity of nuclear stain to select for the population with optimum nuclear staining (DAPI). Cells where the process cytokinesis is just starting are analyzed as single cells by this strategy. To overcome such an issue, we further gated DAPI population for the area and aspect ratio of the nucleus mask to gate for single nucleus containing cells. Hence, events in which karyokinesis was approaching completion but cytokinesis was just starting were not counted as singlets because of their low aspect ratio of nucleus mask. This mask was designated as "single_DAPI." Beginning with all acquired events, the goal of the analysis through a series of gates was to resolve single, focused cells positive for FLICA only, GFP only, and doublepositive subpopulations. Plotting "mean pixel" for GFP and FLICA staining helped segregate populations based on their fluorophore signals. For THP1 cells, DAPI staining was not performed. We gated for cells in focus by plotting gradient RMS for the brightfield channel (cells) and identified singlets as described above. These were further gated for positive signal for Alexa Fluor 488.
TOFIE
The sample left after acquisition on the ISXII was diluted to 200 ml by ISXII cell suspension buffer and acquired on an LSRII flow cytometer equipped with 405 nm, 488 nm, and 642 nm lasers with long-pass filter of 505 nm and band-pass filters of 450/50 nm, 530/30 nm, and 660/20 nm. Acquisition was done using BD FACSDiva software. Data was analyzed using FlowJo. Samples were gated to exclude debris and cell doublets. Singlet population was further gated for GFP staining. A stop gate of 10 4 cells was set on the GFP-positive gate. The percentage of cell containing ASC specks was determined by analyzing the height (H), width (W), and area (A) of the GFP pulse area (high H:A and low W:A indicates speck-positive cells) as described previously by Sester and group (24, 29) .
Immunofluorescence microscopy
Fixed cells were mounted on the slide using 10 ml of FLUORO-GEL II (Cat. no. 17985-51; EMS) mounting medium with DAPI and visualized using an Axio Observer Z1 fluorescence microscope (Zeiss). Images were acquired using ZEN-Blue at an optimal setting to avoid saturation. Image acquisition was run at identical setting. Image analysis was performed using Fiji-ImageJ software. ASC-positive cells containing specks were counted manually from randomly selected fields acquired at 203 or 403 magnifications. The percentage of speck-containing cells was calculated as the fraction of ASC-positive cells containing specks. The experiment was repeated three times, and a minimum of 500 ASC-positive cells were visualized.
Statistical analysis
For microscopy, more than six fields of view from individual experiments were used for imaging with a minimum of 500 cells inspected for specks. For the ISXII experiments, a minimum of 10 4 cells were acquired in individual experiments. For TOFIE, 10 4 cells were acquired in three independent experiments. Data is represented as mean 6 SEM of three independent experiments, unless otherwise mentioned. Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism7 using either Student t test or twoway ANOVA followed by Tukey multiple comparison test, with p , 0.05 being considered significant.
Results
Strategy to identify and gate single nucleated cells
To automate the analysis of inflammasome-associated specks, it was first necessary to accurately define and gate the cells to be analyzed. Laser power levels were adjusted to avoid saturation and kept unchanged for acquisition (see Table I ). IDEAS, the software that analyzes ImageStream X data, provides tools to evaluate image regions (masks) and perform calculations (features). However, the default settings are not optimized for specific analyses, and without modification, feature calculations of these masks are inaccurate (33) . We modified the default masks and used features to identify and gate single nucleated HEK293T cells. The default mask for brightfield images (M04) identifies the presence of a signal but fails to discriminate between focused and unfocused cells ( Fig. 1A) .
Applying an "object mask" to the default mask (termed "focused cell") eliminates unfocused cells and captures only focused cells.
By removing pixels of unfocused cells from analysis, the "focused cell mask" also accurately calculates cell area. Similarly, the default system mask for nuclei (M02) recognizes two closely located nuclei as a single event, reporting the area of such events as larger than the cells analyzed ( Fig. 1B) . Applying a "morphology mask" (termed "nucleus") resolves such events and precisely calculates the aspect ratio and area of individual nuclei. The gradient RMS function measures the sharpness quality of an image, making it useful for selection of focused objects. To identify focused nucleated cells, we gated for cell events with a medium gradient RMS for the focused cell and nucleus masks (Fig. 1C ) to eliminate unfocused cells (low gradient RMS) and small debris (high gradient RMS). Focused cells in the Cells gate were further evaluated to identify single cells by plotting area versus aspect ratio for the focused cell mask. Events with an aspect ratio of 0.5-1.0 and an area ranging from 50-500 U (single BF) represent nearly circular cells allowing selection of single cells by the gate. In contrast, events with aspect ratios ,0.5 represent cell doublets, and those with areas .500 represent clumps even when the aspect ratio approaches one, excluding nonsinglet cells from analysis. The population in the single BF population was further evaluated for optimum DAPI staining by plotting the intensity of DAPI staining with a region set to exclude dim events (DAPI). Re-evaluation of the DAPI-gated population for aspect ratio (0.5-1) and area (40-275 U) with the nucleus mask yields cells with a single nucleus, thus eliminating cells with two nuclei resulting from 1  DAPI  405  10  2  GFP  488  10  3  Blank  --4  Brightfield  --5  FLICA  642  150  6 Side scatter 785 2
Channel 1 was used for DAPI, channel 2 was used for GFP, channel 3 was turned off for acquisition, channel 4 was used for brightfield, channel 5 was used for FLICA, and channel 6 was used for side scatter. Dashes indicate that either the channel was turned off or laser wavelength and power were used at default settings. incomplete cytokinesis (single DAPI). The presence of the expected cell populations within and outside the gate (Fig. 1C , micrographs) illustrates the accuracy of each gating strategy.
Strategy to identify cells with both ASC and active caspase-1
Identification of cells expressing ASC and possessing caspase-1 activity is necessary to evaluate formation of the ∼1 mm ASC inflammasome-associated speck and associated caspase-1 activity. Use of GFP-ASC allows ready visualization of expressed ASC and any ASC-containing structures in the cell (24) . Active caspase-1 can be visualized with the fluorescent substrate FLICA (26) . To develop a strategy to visualize and analyze cells containing both ASC and active caspase-1, the single DAPI population was segregated into subpopulations of GFP only, FLICA only, and double positives by plotting the mean pixel values of the GFP and FLICA signals ( Fig. 1D ). Representative images from individual gates indicate the expected staining pattern (Fig. 1E ). Similar results can be obtained by plotting histograms of intensity of individual fluorophore.
Validating masking strategy for ASC specks IDEAS allows development of requirement-specific masks (or regions of interests) to calculate features such as area, shape, distribution, and frequency. We developed a strategy and the requirement-specific masks to automate detection of bona fide ASC specks and eliminate nonspeck-like aggregates. To establish a test population of cells, we selected cells (∼50-70 events) based on their visual GFP-ASC signal pattern to include those with specklike morphology, nonspeck-like aggregates, and cytoplasmic diffused GFP-ASC ( Fig. 2A) . Each mask was validated on the sample population before developing the subsequent mask. Such selective sampling allowed us to develop a masking strategy accurately reflecting speck morphology while eliminating false positives and false negatives (type I and type II errors). To achieve maximum accuracy, our masking strategy is divided into three separate steps. Specifically, separation of punctate from diffuse signal ( Fig. 2B ), discrimination of circular from irregular structures (Fig. 2C ), and selection based on area, circularity, and number ( Fig. 2D ). To segregate bright, punctate GFP-ASC in ASC specks from diffused cytoplasmic GFP-ASC, the spot mask was modified to create masks to select smaller and larger puncta (ASC mask 1 and 2); these were combined to accommodate all punctate signals (ASC mask 3) ( Fig. 2B ). To separate bright ASC-speck puncta from the dim puncta of random aggregates, levelset mask was modified to create a combined mask (ASC mask 6) composed of masks to select for medium intensity (ASC mask 4) and bright (ASC mask 5) puncta (Fig. 2B ). ASC specks are highly organized circular structures, whereas aggregates are typically irregular. Another series of masks was designed to discriminate circular puncta from noncircular aggregates (Fig. 2C) . A fill mask was applied to ASC mask 6 to remove variations within the masks (ASC mask 7), and an intensity mask was used with parameters set to select for highintensity signals (ASC mask 8). Applying a range mask with parameters set to identify less elongated (more elliptical to circular) structures further eliminated random aggregates with aspect ratio .0.4 (ASC mask 9). The mask was further refined for its size by using the dilate mask (ASC mask 10) and smoothed with an additional fill mask (ASC mask 11) ( Fig. 2D ). Finally, GFP has a weak tendency to oligomerize (34) (35) (36) , which could result in false positives. However, GFP aggregates are expected to be random in shape with less signal intensity, whereas ASC specks are more organized and circular in appearance. To select for circular puncta with high signal intensity and eliminate nonspeck, aggregate artifacts, we generated two masks. As ASC specks are organized and expected to contain more ASC than random aggregates, a threshold mask based on the intensity of visually inspected specks was used to exclude dimmer objects (ASC mask 12), followed by a refined range mask to more stringently select for circularity (aspect ratio .0.6) and further constrain the signal area to within ∼30 mm 2 (ASC mask 13). A speck in our analysis is defined as those ASC objects meeting the combined mask criteria of ASC mask 13. Further, ASC mask 13 does not exclude cells with more than one speck. Thus, to ensure that cells with multiple ASC specks are not counted multiple times, which would inflate the frequency of speck-containing cells, we defined a component mask to rank the area of the specks (Fig. 2D ) that returns them in rank order from largest to smallest. Superimposing ASC mask 14 on ASC speck images confirmed that this mask accurately reflects speck morphology ( Fig. 2E ). ASC mask 14 can thus discriminate between speck-positive and speck-negative cells by bimodally distributing the population to distinguish cells with specks (one or more) from those without (no specks) by only counting the largest structure (ASC mask 14). (Fig. 2F ). Less than 0.5% of cells defined by ICCE as speck-negative contained structures visually indistinguishable from ASC specks (Supplemental Fig. 1 ), indicating that false-negative errors are exceedingly rare. Hereafter, ASC speck mask refers to ASC mask 14.
Detection of ASC speck formation in response to NLRP3 agonist
The masks described above apply the same heuristic to all cells. Thus, "specks" fit the criteria defined by the mask, and "aggregates" are those excluded by the mask. We previously established by microscopy that HEK293T cells transfected with 50 ng of ASC-GFP and 100 ng of NLRP3 minimized background speck formation and maximal nigericin speck induction. Using ICCE, we tested a range of ASC-GFP concentrations (10-500 ng) to evaluate spontaneous speck formation, aggregate formation, and nigericin induction of specks. Background speck formation was minimized with 50-100 ng of ASC-GFP and 100 ng of NLRP3. Maximal nigericin induction of speck formation was also observed using these quantities (Supplemental Fig. 2A ). Aggregates smaller, larger, sufficiently noncircular, or dimmer than specks are present in ∼20% of cells receiving 10-50 ng of ASC-GFP, and spontaneous/background specks are infrequent (∼10%). With 250-500 ng, aggregates diminish to ,5%, but spontaneous specks are common (∼30%) (Supplemental Fig. 2B ). These results are consistent with, and provide cell-based experimental corroboration for, biophysical studies demonstrating that speck formation is an all-or-none phenomenon and that the metastable protein ASC spontaneously aggregates at "supercritical" concentrations (.450 nM) (37) (38) (39) .
To validate the efficiency of our strategy, the frequency of ASC speck-containing cells detected by ICCE was evaluated and compared with flow cytometry-based TOFIE. Following nigericin treatment, 30% of NLRP3-expressing cells contained ASC specks using ICCE, a 3-fold increase over untreated controls (Fig. 3A) . In the absence of NLRP3, only 1% of nigericin-treated cells had ASC specks. In contrast, using the same samples for TOFIE, 60% of NLRP3-expressing cells contained ASC specks, a 1.6-fold increase above the untreated control (Fig. 3B) . This difference suggested that either ICCE or TOFIE inaccurately identifies ASC specks. In the initial description of TOFIE, microscopic evaluation of speck frequency was compared with the TOFIE method. To make a similar comparison, we transfected HEK293T cells as before and counted ASC specks using fluorescent microscopy. By microscopic evaluation, 27% of NLRP3-expressing cells contained specks following nigericin treatment (Fig. 3C) , a 4-fold increase over Table II ) sequentially applied to modify the default mask. (B) Identifying bright, punctate staining. Spot masks: recognize single punctate staining (ASC mask 1). Identify multiple puncta (ASC mask 2). Combined spot mask 1 and 2 (ASC mask 3). Levelset masks based on GFP signal threshold: detect dimmer signals (ASC mask 4). Detect brighter signals (ASC mask 5). Combined levelset masks 4 and 5 (ASC mask 6). (C) Differentiating GFP aggregates from ASC specks. A fill mask was applied to make ASC mask 6 uniform (ASC mask 7) with an intensity mask to select pixels above a selected intensity (ASC mask 8). A range mask was applied to define minimum diameter and near circularity criteria (ASC mask 9), and a dilate mask was used to refine the size of ASC mask 9 (ASC mask 10) with another fill mask for uniformity (ASC mask 11). (D) Final refinements to differentiate ASC specks from artifacts. A threshold mask was used to eliminate GFP aggregates (ASC mask 12) and was improved with a range mask for area and circularity (ASC mask 13). Some nonspeck-like aggregates were further sorted in terms of area (component mask). The mask with the highest area (ASC mask 14; highlighted by red box) is referred to as ASC speck mask as described in the study. (E) ASC speck mask accurately reflects speck morphology. Micrograph of ASC specks (top). ASC specks with superimposed ASC speck mask (green; bottom). (F) Determining ASC speck frequency. Histogram of cells evaluated with the "spot count" function on the ASC speck mask (center, spot count of 0 = speck negative [2] , 1 = speck positive [+]). Representative images from speck2 (left) and speck+ (right) subpopulations. untreated control. This frequency and fold increase are comparable to our results using ICCE. As ASC aggregates would have a decreased width/area profile (the key parameter for determining specks in TOFIE), we examined the speck-negative population from our ICCE experiments to evaluate the frequency of nonspeck, ASC aggregates. In addition to small, dim ASC accumulations that are unlikely to be specks, other types of ASC aggregates were observed in speck-negative cells, including cells with nuclear accumulation of ASC and massive aggregations several fold larger than the canonical 1-mm ASC speck (Figs. 3D,  2A) . These features were observed by microscopy as well ( Fig. 3E ) but are considered artifacts (red arrows) rather than bona fide ASC specks (white arrows). These phenomena result in decreased width/area ASC pulse profiles that fall within the parameters defined as a speck by TOFIE, leading to false positives. In our hands, these artifacts accounted for ∼2-fold more speck detection when using TOFIE versus microscopy or ICCE. This demonstrates that ICCE more precisely standardizes the definition of an ASC speck and distinguishes them from ASC artifacts, yielding accurate determinations comparable to careful microscopic evaluation.
Detection of endogenous ASC speck formation in response to NLRP3 agonist
Although inflammasome reconstitution in HEK293T cells is a useful method to study the molecular basis of ASC speck formation and inflammasome function, evaluation of these events in macrophages is essential/desirable. HEK293T cells do not express inflammasome components, which makes them the most accepted model for studying the effects of various factors in inflammasome function, whereas the leukemic monocyte cell line THP1 provides a more physiological model of inflammasome activation and is thus widely used for screening triggers and inhibitors of inflammasome function. To establish whether our strategy can enumerate and localize specks in macrophages, we activated LPS-primed THP1 with ATP and applied our masking strategy for speck identification. ASC primarily localizes to nucleus in resting THP1. Because staining the nucleus with DAPI interferes with detection of ASC staining, DAPI was not used for THP1 cells and the strategy to identify single, focused cells for analysis required modification. To identify focused cells, a threshold gradient RMS (cell mask; brightfield) value was selected to exclude unfocused cells (cells). Focused cells were further evaluated for singlets by plotting area versus aspect ratio for "cell" mask following the strategy described for Fig. 1 (single BF) . Single BF population was further evaluated for optimal ASC staining by plotting the histogram of intensity of Alexa Fluor 488 staining (secondary Ab staining for ASC) with a region set to exclude dim events (AF488+). (Supplemental Fig. 3A ). The specks formed in THP1 cells appear smaller than reconstituted specks containing GFP-ASC (17, 19, 20) . Therefore, the ASC speck mask settings were altered to detect these smaller specks, but the order of masks in the masking strategy was unchanged (see Table II ). Around 8% of the untreated cells contained ASC specks. Following ATP treatment, 32% of THP1 contained specks, a 3.5-fold increase in specks compared with untreated control (Fig. 4A ). Less than 1% of cells deemed speck negative contained structures resembling ASC specks. Also, less than 1% of cells defined as speck positive contained structures that would not be classified by microscopy as ASC specks. We also validated our assay on primary human monocytes. The image properties of the speck were different from THP-1, likely owing to the use of different primary and secondary Abs. Thus, we fine-tuned the masking strategy to account for those changes without altering the order of the masks (see Table II ). Cells containing ASC and active caspase-1 (double positives) were identified by plotting intensities of FAM-FLICA and Alexa Fluor 594 staining of the secondary Ab for ASC ( Supplemental Fig. 3B ). Untreated primary human monocytes had no specks within the double-positive population. Treatment with nigericin and ATP induced specks in 32% and 22% cells, respectively (Fig. 4B) . We analyzed the same samples by TOFIE for speck-positive cells. Similar to ICCE, no specks-positive cells were detected in untreated cells. However, both nigericin-and ATP-treated cells returned specks in 49% of cells (Fig. 4C ). The 1.5-2-fold higher frequency of speck-positive cells reported by TOFIE was similar to that observed in HEK293T cells. Visual inspection of nigericin-and ATP-stimulated cells lacking specks revealed the presence of ASC aggregates (Fig. 4D) which are likely to be considered as events with low width to area profile by TOFIE, confirming that ASC aggregates are also considered positive by TOFIE and can be eliminated by ICCE. Thus, the same masking strategy can be applied to detect specks in primary monocytes and macrophage cell lines (Table II) .
Calculation of ASC speck area
Enzymatically inactive caspase-1 activates receptor-interacting protein kinase-2 (RIP-2) to drive inflammation independently of the inflammasome (40) . Moreover, the area of ASC specks is larger when caspase-1 is enzymatically inactive (41) . Thus, speck area provides qualitative information regarding potential speck function and the type of the pathway involved in the inflammatory response. Morphological features such as area can be precisely calculated if the mask accurately resembles the structure in question. Applying the area feature to our defined ASC speck mask (Fig. 2D ) allows calculation of ASC speck area. Speck diameter can also be evaluated by applying the "diameter" feature to the ASC speck mask. In primary human monocytes, ASC speck area was ∼1 mm 2 (Fig. 5A ) with a diameter of ∼1 mm (Fig. 5B) , consistent with previous studies of speck size. In THP1 cells, ASC speck area was also around 1 mm 2 (Fig. 5C ). ASC speck area after ATP treatment of LPSprimed cells was fractionally larger than that of random ASC specks in cells without ATP addition. As expected, ASC speck diameter was also 1 mm, consistent with the previous studies (Fig. 5D ). In unstimulated HEK293T cells, speck area was significantly decreased in the presence of NLRP3 (Fig. 5E ). Moreover, speck area was significantly reduced in NLRP3expressing cells following nigericin treatment. However, ASC speck area was unaltered in nigericin-treated cells lacking NLRP3. The GFP-ASC fusion is larger than ASC alone, and as expected, the diameter of ASC specks in NLRP3-expressing cells was larger than in THP-1 cells, ∼4 mm, and notably smaller after nigericin treatment (Fig. 5F ). When only ASC is expressed, the diameter of ASC specks is larger, at ∼5 mm. Thus, ICCE can be used to evaluate speck area and diameter in a high-throughput system, yielding quantitative results similar to those reported by others (41, 42) . These changes in speck area suggest a possible higher order organization of the speck upon NLRP3 activation and implicate NLRP3 activation in dictating features of such organization (Fig. 5E, 5F) .
Characterizing distribution and area of active caspase-1
Active inflammasomes are characterized by the presence of active capsase-1, which can be visualized with FLICA, a fluorescent inhibitor that binds irreversibly to the caspase-1 active site (43) .
FLICA exhibits minimal background staining above cellular autofluorescence (Supplemental Fig. 4A, 4B) , and its mean fluorescence intensity increases above background when caspase-1 is activated ( Supplemental Fig. 4C ). Further, NLRP3 inflammasome activation can be assessed by ImageStream using the change in FLICA mean fluorescence intensity alone (no specific mask) (Supplemental Fig. 4D) . A small number of microscopy studies have used FLICA to evaluate active caspase-1 in inflammasome specks (26, 43) . However, this approach is labor intensive and no high-throughput approach has been developed. This limitation can be overcome with our ImageStream X approach by constructing an appropriate FLICA mask to differentiate between diffuse and localized caspase-1 activity (Fig. 6A , Table III ). To distinguish cells with bright punctate FLICA staining, spot mask was applied to the default FLICA mask (FLICA-I). An intensity mask was used to select for high-intensity signals (FLICA-II). Like ASC specks, we expected FLICA spots to be highly organized. Thus, random small aggregates of FLICA were eliminated from the analysis by applying an erode mask which uniformly reduces the size of mask by a defined number of pixels and excludes events below that pixel size (FLICA-III). A dilate mask was applied to further refine the mask size (FLICA-IV). Finally, a range mask was used to select for elliptical to circular shaped structures resembling a more organized accumulation of active caspase-1 (FLICA-V). This masking strategy differentiates punctate FLICA staining from diffuse staining and more precisely defines clusters of FLICA signal. Superimposing FLICA-V on FLICA spot images confirmed that this mask accurately reflects FLICA spot morphology (Fig. 6B) . In HEK293T cells, even without caspase-1, some cells appear in the FLICA+ gate. To control for this background, we established a stringent threshold equal to the 130% of FLICA+ cells in the no caspase-1 control. This value was subtracted from FLICA-V mask counts for both spot-negative and spot-positive populations before calculating frequencies of FLICA spotcontaining cells. The number of FLICA spots within cells was determined by applying the spot count feature to the FLICA-V mask that returns the distribution frequency for the number of cytoplasmic caspase-1 activity (Fig. 6C ). FLICA spots were not above threshold levels in untreated cells expressing NLRP3, ASC, and caspase-1; however, following nigericin treatment, FLICA spots were present in 22-32% of cells (Fig. 6D) . These frequencies are similar to what we observe for ASC specks in NLRP3-and ASC-expressing cells lacking caspase-1 (Fig. 3A) . Because active caspase-1 binds FLICA, the number of FLICA-stained cells and FLICA intensity can be used as measures of inflammasome Mask name denotes the name given to individual mask. Function defines the type of mask used. Setting defines the parameters set for individual masks to achieve FLICA spot mask. FLICA-V mask identified all the FLICA aggregates in a cell. Spot count on FLICA-V was used to define diffused FLICA staining (spot count 0). activation. Nigericin treatment resulted in a 4-to 20-fold increase in the number of cells with FLICA staining, which was proportional to amount of transfected pro-caspase-1 encoding plasmid (Fig. 6E ). This increase in FLICA+ cells correlates well with inflammasome activation. We also evaluated overall FLICA intensity. Background fluorescence of samples lacking caspase-1 was subtracted from all samples to provide a corrected FLICA intensity (CFI) for both untreated and nigericin-treated samples. The CFI of nigericintreated samples was increased 4-fold over untreated samples when 20 ng of caspase-1 was transfected (Fig. 6F ). However, with 50 ng of caspase-1 plasmid, background FLICA intensity increased almost 2-fold over cells receiving 20 ng of caspase-1 plasmid. Nigericin treatment yielded FLICA intensities indistinguishable from cells receiving 20 ng of caspase-1 plasmid. Thus, FLICA intensity correlates well with inflammasome activation at lower quantities, but the utility of this measurement decreases when more caspase-1 is introduced. As expected, cells with ASC specks typically have coincident FLICA spots (Fig. 6G) . In cells lacking caspase-1, minimal FLICA intensity was detected at ASC specks whereas speck-associated FLICA intensity increases markedly in cells with active caspase (Supplemental Fig. 4E, 4F ). To assess ASC speck and FLICA co-occurrence in a cell, we measured the frequency of cells containing a FLICA spot in speck+ and speck2 populations. Cells without NLRP3 had no concurrent ASC specks and FLICA spots beyond the threshold levels in cells lacking caspase-1 (data not shown). Approximately 30% of cells containing ASC specks had concomitant FLICA spots (Fig. 6H ), the remainder have diffused FLICA staining. This result is consistent with caspase-1 being activated at the inflammasome followed by release of the FLICA-bound tetramer into the cytoplasm. We verified our masking strategy for detection of endogenous active caspase-1 in primary human monocytes. Active caspase-1 was not detected in untreated human monocytes (Fig. 7A ). Activation of NLRP3 inflammasome by nigericin and ATP reported around 60% FLICA-positive cells (Fig. 7A ). NLRP3 inflammasome activation also resulted in an increase in cells containing FLICA spots, with 20% of cells reported to show FLICA spots in nigericin-treated cells and 4% with ATP treatment (Fig. 7B) . Thus, our masking strategy and methodology can be used to detect the presence of ASC speck and active caspase-1 simultaneously. Moreover, this strategy can be used to detect the distribution pattern of caspase-1, evaluate inflammasome activation by FLICA intensity, and assess coincidence of ASC specks and FLICA spots.
Discussion
In this article we describe what is to our knowledge the first imaging flow cytometer-based high-throughput technique automating simultaneous image analysis of ASC specks and active caspase-1. In addition to enumerating ASC specks with active caspase-1, this technique can be used to perform quantitative image analyses to probe the dynamics of speck formation and caspase-1 activation, including parameters such as shape, area, and relative concentrations of ASC and caspase-1 activity. Further, the instrumentation also allows calculation of spatial coincidence between ASC specks and active caspase-1, which to our knowledge has not been previously studied. Combining high-throughput sample collection with fluorescent cell imaging makes this technique a powerful tool not only for the study of inflammasome activation in cell populations but also to facilitate single-cell analysis to better understand the dynamics of ASC speck formation and caspase-1 activation.
Currently, inflammasome specks and active caspase-1 are evaluated using microscopy and/or flow cytometry. Both approaches present certain drawbacks. Flow cytometric techniques, although having the capacity to assay large numbers of cells, are constrained by the inability to detect colocalized enzymatic activity and evaluate morphological features of the speck structure together with quantitative fluorescence analysis at the single-cell level. Microscopybased evaluation of inflammasome specks allows for quantitative and qualitative image analysis to characterize these structure in inflammatory settings. However, image acquisition and analysis by microscopy is time consuming. Consequently, sample sizes tend to be small. Despite being useful for single-cell analysis, microscopy often fails to truly represent population data (27) . Moreover, microscopy-based analysis is also subject to human bias and errors (28) . Thus, automating the detection of specks and evaluation of caspase-1 activation eliminates human bias from the experiment analysis and offers a more accurate representation of the data.
In this study, we used computational image analysis methods to develop a gating and masking strategy to evaluate the features of ASC specks and associated caspase-1 activity. This strategy thoroughly excludes false positive events detected by TOFIE and manual microscopy approaches, increasing the accuracy of the analysis. The default masks supplied with the IDEAS software report any signal. These masks fail to eliminate background and decrease signal to noise ratios (33) that can lead to inaccurate feature calculations. Therefore, we computationally created both brightfield and nucleus channel masks to accurately define cellular and nuclear boundaries that select cells containing single nuclei, eliminating cell clumps, doublets, and karyokinetic cells. By gating for shape and area of cell as well as nucleus only, single cells were exclusively selected for analysis ( Fig. 1) . Similarly, cells with GFP-ASC and active caspase-1 (positive for FLICA staining) were selected. (Fig. 1D, 1E) . The ability to verify masks and gates with corresponding images substantially increases selection of true positives in a bias-free manner. Previously, two groups attempted to use ImageStream X instruments to automate speck detection (20, 44) . We used each strategy in a separate analysis of our data and found that both fail to eliminate nonspeck aggregates (data not . Data represented as mean 6 SEM (n = 2). Cells treatments as described in Fig. 5B. shown), demonstrating the significant limitations of these earlier approaches and the necessity for a more complex masking and gating strategy. Karmakar et al. (44) used the spot-count wizards available in IDEAS. This wizard fails to exclude cells with multiple ASC specks and those with speck-like structures resulting from random protein aggregation or altered cellular morphology due to pyroptotic signals. Tzeng et al. (20) developed a gating strategy using the basic principle applied by TOFIE in which the ratio of area of brightfield and GFP channel was used to determine the formation of specks. In their approach, the ratio of brightfield cell image area to the area of ASC-citrine will be .1 when cells are stimulated and form specks. Selecting ASC specks by this method fails to exclude aggregates considerably larger than the expected ∼1 mm speck, which is also reflected by the disparity in our comparative analysis of the same samples by ICCE and TOFIE (Fig. 3) . In contrast, the extensive masking strategy we describe sequentially segregates diffuse staining patterns from punctate structures and distinguishes circular to elliptical structures from those with an irregular shape. Further, the ICCE masking strategy allows differentiation between such artifacts and singular ∼1 mm ASC structures consistent with the established physical features of ASC specks (Figs. 2, 5 ). Moreover, generation of mask defining ASC specks equip the user to further calculate features such as shape, area, and number of ASC specks in a cell. Thus, in addition to being faster and less biased than microscopic approaches, this complex masking strategy makes ICCE-based speck enumeration more robust, sensitive, and accurate (error rate ,0.5%) than TOFIE.
ICCE is not limited to detecting ASC specks in a reconstitution system but can also detect native inflammasomes in macrophages and primary human monocytes, making it applicable in physiological settings (Fig. 4 ). However, native specks are smaller than reconstituted specks and require adjustments to the individual mask settings. Settings for both reconstituted and native specks are provided in Table II (columns 3 -5) . ICCE can also be used for qualitative assessment of ASC speck features such as area, which is not possible using TOFIE. Variations in ASC speck size have recently been associated with the presence of active caspase-1 and the duration of caspase-1 activity (41, 42) . Further, in the absence of NLRP3, hypotonic conditions lead to ASC speck formation without caspase-1 activation (45), reminiscent of the specks formed when ASC is overexpressed (17) . Using ICCE, we demonstrate that ASC speck size is reduced in the presence of NLRP3 (Fig. 5 ). Speck size is further reduced following nigericin treatment, which may reflect the smaller speck sizes associated with activation of caspase-1. ICCE can be used to accurately correlate speck size with inflammasome function at both the single-cell level and population levels. Although we demonstrate that our approach can be used for HEK293T, THP1, and primary human monocytes cells, with results comparable to critical manual microscopic evaluation, we have not yet evaluated primary macrophages. However, our study is limited to the highest resolution of the objective magnification of the ImageStream X , which is 0.33 mm. Thus, to study the detailed morphology of ASC specks and association of ASC molecules with caspase-1, high-resolution cryo-electron microscopy and superresolution microscopy-based techniques should be employed. Imaging flow cytometers allow examination of altered cell morphology, which is impossible using traditional flow cytometers. Examining altered cell morphology after stimulation with different inflammasome agonists may reveal qualitative differences between the triggers that drive caspase-1-mediated cytokine processing and/or cell death.
The available options for intracellular detection of active caspase-1 are limited. A common challenge encountered with the use of caspase-1 probes, including FLICA, is the need to reduce background noise and correct for nonspecific binding (46) . Our gating and masking strategy eliminates background noise, corrects for nonspecific staining, and determines the presence and distribution pattern (diffused or punctate) of active caspase-1. According to the manufacturer's protocol, fluorescence measurements for FLICAstained samples must be acquired within 16 h. A bifluorescent caspase-1 activation reporter that can be fixed and stained with a labeled Ab with the appropriate emission profile might further improve the potential of ICCE (47) . The ImageStream X is available in a single-as well as a two-camera system. The two-camera system provides a larger selection of fluorophores which may further enhance ICCE by facilitating labeling of multiple inflammasome components. However, as Ab-coupled fluorochromes have different intensities, compensation may become an issue when staining for multiple inflammasome components. Whether this can be avoided by using the two-camera system remains to be seen. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first attempt to characterize the distribution, intensity, and morphology of active caspase-1 and the first high-throughput imaging-based method that covisualizes speck formation with active caspase-1.
In summary, the described assay allows rapid and unbiased quantification of native as well as reconstituted specks. ICCE not only enumerates speck and cells with active caspase-1 but also determines area, diameter, and distribution for ASC and active caspase-1. High-throughput imaging combined with quantitative imaging analysis makes simultaneous single-cell and populationbased analyses of inflammasome activation a viable approach, with significant advantages over other techniques that only provide population level information. Additionally, simultaneous detection of active caspase-1 and specks in single cells facilitates quantitative evaluation of inflammasome activation. This may have broad application, for example, assessing novel inflammasome stimuli and regulators as well as performing comparative analyses. Further, ICCE can be used to study the dynamics and morphology of speck formation and/or caspase-1 activation under various activating conditions or to compare wild-type and mutated inflammasome component proteins. Finally, our masking/gating strategy can be further customized to accommodate other cell-types, allowing further development as needed. The ability to study the inflammasome at both the single-cell and population level while simultaneously providing quantitative image analysis of ASC specks and caspase-1 makes ICCE a highly powerful and versatile tool that is superior to other available techniques for detecting inflammasome activation.
